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ABSTRACT7
Based on Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) observations from the Earth’s bow shock, we demon-8
strate that there are two processes for ion and electron heating at quasi-perpendicular shocks. Ions are9
subject to stochastic heating in a process controlled by the heating function χj = mjq
−1
j B
−2div(E⊥)10
for particles with mass mj and charge qj in the electric and magnetic fields E and B. Test particle11
simulations are employed to identify the parameter ranges for bulk heating and stochastic acceleration12
of particles in the tail of the distribution function. The simulation results are used to show that ion13
heating and acceleration in the studied bow shock crossings is accomplished by waves at frequencies 1-414
Hz for the bulk heating and 5-60 Hz for the tail acceleration. When electrons are not in the stochastic15
heating regime, |χe| < 1, they undergo a quasi-adiabatic heating process characterised by the isotropic16
temperature relation T/B = (T0/B0)(B0/B)
1/3. This is obtained when the energy gain from the17
conservation of the magnetic moment is redistributed to the parallel energy component through the18
scattering by waves. The results reported in this paper are directly applicable also to particle heating19
and acceleration at astrophysical shocks.20
Keywords: acceleration of particles – shock waves – solar wind – turbulence – chaos21
1. INTRODUCTION22
Electron and ion acceleration and heating at collision-23
less shocks is an important problem in astrophysics and24
space physics, which has been addressed over many years25
by a number of authors (Bell 1978; Lee & Fisk 1982; Wu26
et al. 1984; Goodrich & Scudder 1984; Blandford & Eich-27
ler 1987; Balikhin & Gedalin 1994; Gedalin et al. 1995;28
Treumann 2009; Burgess et al. 2012; See et al. 2013;29
Mozer & Sundqvist 2013; Guo et al. 2014; Wilson III30
et al. 2014; Park et al. 2015; Cohen et al. 2019; Xu et al.31
2020). In the above cited publications one can find a32
long list of waves, instabilities and processes that could33
play a role in ion and electron heating/acceleration –34
however, the question of the exact heating mechanisms35
working at shocks is still in an inconclusive state.36
krzy.stasiewicz@gmail.com
bengt.eliasson@strath.ac.uk
New generation of high-resolution space instruments37
with simultaneous 4-spacecraft measurements on the38
Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission (Burch et al.39
2016) opened unprecedented possibility for testing heat-40
ing and acceleration mechanisms that operate at colli-41
sionless shocks in reality, and not only in theory. For42
example, MMS offers the capability of computing gradi-43
ents of plasma parameters and of electric and magnetic44
fields on spacecraft separation distances of ∼ 15 km,45
equivalent to several electron gyroradii. The quality of46
the electric field experiment (Torbert et al. 2016) allows47
even the direct derivation of the divergence of the elec-48
tric field for the first time in space. Using such state-49
of-the-art measurements, which will also be discussed50
in Section 2 of the present paper, Stasiewicz (2020a,b)51
has identified a chain of collective plasma processes that52
operate at both quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular53
shock waves and lead to the heating of ions and elec-54
trons. This sequence can be summarised as follows:55
Shock compression of the density N → ion diamag-56
netic drift→ lower hybrid drift (LHD) instability→ elec-57
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tron E × B drift → electron cyclotron drift (ECD) in-58
stability → heating: quasi-adiabatic (χj < 1), stochastic59
(χj > 1).60
Stochastic heating is a single particle mechanism61
where large electric field E gradients due to space62
charges destabilise individual particle motions in a mag-63
netic field B, rendering the trajectories chaotic in the64
sense of a positive Lyapunov exponent for initially65
nearby states. The stochastic heating function of parti-66
cle species j (j = e for electrons and p for protons) is67
(Stasiewicz 2020a)68
χj(t, r) =
mj
qjB2
div(E⊥) (1)
where mj and qj are the particle mass and charge. The69
parallel (to the magnetic field) electric field E‖ is here70
excluded since it does not directly contribute to the71
stochasticity, leaving only the perpendicular field E⊥72
in Eq. (1). Stochastic heating typically occurs when73
|χj | & 1 (Karney 1979; McChesney et al. 1987; Vranjes74
& Poedts 2010; Yoon & Bellan 2019) even though res-75
onant heating can also occur for |χj | < 1 for wave fre-76
quencies very close to cyclotron harmonics (Fukuyama77
et al. 1977). The value of χj can be regarded as a78
measure of demagnetisation. Particles are magnetised79
(adiabatic) for |χj | < 1, and demagnetised (subject to80
non-adiabatic heating) for |χj | & 1.81
The value of the proton heating function χp is typi-82
cally in the range 10 − 100 in the bow shock and the83
magnetosheath, which implies that the ions are strongly84
demagnetised and can be subject to stochastic heating85
processes in these regions. In Section 4, test-particle86
simulations are carried out for a range of parameters pri-87
marily relevant for stochastic heating of protons. In or-88
der to also demagnetise and stochastically heat electrons89
we need χe > 1 and therefore χp > mp/me = 1840,90
which requires either very strong E-gradients or low B-91
fields, or both, as implied by Eq. (1).92
Electron heating at perpendicular shocks based on χe93
(with the divergence reduced to ∂Ex/∂x) has been re-94
ferred to as the kinematic mechanism (Balikhin et al.95
1993; Gedalin et al. 1995; See et al. 2013). The re-96
quired gradient of the electric field is associated with97
a macroscopic electric field in the direction normal to98
the shock. Unfortunately, in perpendicular shocks the99
observed thickness of the shock ramp and measured val-100
ues of the normal electric field do not allow χe > 1101
to be reached, as needed for stochastic heating of elec-102
trons with the kinematic scenario. On the other hand,103
the stochastic heating mechanism has been shown to104
work with gradients of the electric field provided by the105
LHD and ECD waves observed in quasi-parallel shocks106
(Stasiewicz 2020b).107
In quasi-perpendicular shocks the derived values of χe108
are mostly below the stochastic threshold for electrons,109
because of the increasing values of B ≈ 10−40 nT in the110
shock ramp, combined with the scaling χe ∝ B−2. In111
Section 3, we demonstrate that such situations instead112
lead to quasi-adiabatic electron heating, characterised by113
electron heating on the compression of the magnetic field114
while keeping the magnetic moment conserved, com-115
bined with scattering by waves, leading to the isotropic116
temperature relation T/B = (T0/B0)(B0/B)
1/3. This117
is to our knowledge a novel concept identified and ex-118
plained for the first time in this paper.119
2. MULTIPLE CROSSINGS AND WAVES IN120
SHOCKS121
We analyse recent MMS measurements from 2020-01-122
03 obtained by the 3-axis electric field (Lindqvist et al.123
2016; Ergun et al. 2016; Torbert et al. 2016) and mag-124
netic field vectors measured by the Fluxgate Magne-125
tometer (Russell et al. 2016), and the number density,126
velocity, and temperature of both ions and electrons127
from the Fast Plasma Investigation (Pollock et al. 2016).128
Figure 1 shows multiple crossings of shocks caused by129
the oscillatory movements of the bow shock with an am-130
plitude of 6–10 km/s estimated from the time shifts of131
the density signals. The speed is with respect to the132
MMS spacecraft moving at 1.9 km/s earthward. The133
spacecraft position at time 14:30 was (13.5, 10.3, -1.8)134
RE GSE. Shown in Fig. 1 are the magnetic field B, the135
ion and electron temperatures, and the ratio T⊥/B (not136
to scale). All shocks have quasi-perpendicular configu-137
rations, the plasma beta is 3, and the sound Mach num-138
ber 5. The electron density Ne (not shown) has a similar139
appearance as B. Notably in Fig. 1c, the parallel and140
perpendicular electron temperatures are almost equal,141
indicating that an isotropization process takes place.142
The ion and electron temperatures indicate rapid143
heating at the shock ramp, and the repetitive events of-144
fer a great opportunity to study heating processes oper-145
ating at quasi-perpendicular shocks. The ratio T⊥/B de-146
rived from measurements is an excellent indicator of the147
heating processes. A flat ratio across the shock would148
indicate adiabatic perpendicular heating coming from149
the conservation of the magnetic moment. This should150
be accompanied by unchanged parallel temperature.151
We see that the ion ratio Ti⊥/B has humps and the152
parallel temperature is smaller, which is indicative for153
non-adiabatic perpendicular heating and less efficient154
parallel heating. The electron ratio Te⊥/B instead has155
dips and the temperature is isotropic.156
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Figure 1. A series of shock crossings caused by the oscilla-
tory movement of the bow shock. Panel (a) shows the mag-
netic field B, panel (b) shows Ti⊥, Ti‖, and the ratio Ti⊥/B
(not to scale), and panel (c) shows the same parameters as
(b) but for electrons. Note the different behaviours of the
ratio T⊥/B for the ions and electrons in the shock ramps,
with humps for the ions and dips for the electrons.
Both particle species manifest non-adiabatic be-157
haviour but of a different character. To study the pro-158
cesses and wave modes involved in the heating we show159
in Fig. 2 the time-frequency power spectrogram of the160
perpendicular electric field sampled at the rate 8192161
s−1 for the first shock crossing. Over-plotted are the1623
lower hybrid frequency flh, electron temperature Te⊥,164
ion temperature Ti⊥, and the electron cyclotron fre-165
quency fce. Near the peak of the shock at around 14:24166
UT, the mean value for the proton cyclotron frequency167
is fcp ≈ 0.4 Hz, the proton plasma frequency is fpp ≈ 1168
kHz, the electron cyclotron frequency fce ≈ 550 Hz, and169
the electron plasma frequency fpe ≈ 42 kHz. The lower-170
hybrid frequency is flh = fpp/(1 + f
2
pe/f
2
ce)
1/2 ≈ 12 Hz.171
Waves around flh are related to the LHD instability,172
which has maximum growth rate at k⊥re ∼ 1 (David-173
son et al. 1977; Drake et al. 1983). Here, k⊥ is the174
wavenumber perpendicular to the magnetic field, and175
re = vTe/ωce is the electron thermal Larmor radius,176
and vTe = (Te⊥/me)1/2 is the electron thermal speed.177
For re ≈ 1 km, and plasma convection VE ≈ 300 km/s178
with respect to the spacecraft, the LHD waves at fre-179
quency flh and wavelengths λM ∼ 2pire corresponding180
to the maximum growth rate will be upshifted in fre-181
quency by ∆f = VE/λM and observed up to 60 Hz182
in Figure 2. Waves around fce and above are associ-183
ated with the ECD instability and coupled with ion-184
Figure 2. Time-frequency spectrogram of the perpendicular
electric field for the first shock ramp in Fig. 1. Over-plotted
are the lower hybrid frequency flh, electron and ion temper-
atures (eV), and the electron cyclotron frequency fce. Waves
around flh and up to 60 Hz are attributed to the LHD insta-
bility, and for frequencies around fce and above to the ECD
instability.
acoustic (IA) waves (Wilson III et al. 2010; Breneman185
et al. 2013; Goodrich et al. 2018; Stasiewicz 2020a). Be-186
cause of short wavelengths ∼ re they could be Doppler187
downshifted by up to 300 Hz. Thus, the frequency range188
flh − fce in Figure 2 contains most likely a mix of up-189
shifted LHD waves and downshifted ECD waves.190
The LHD and ECD instabilities are cross-field current191
driven instabilities caused by relative electron-ion drifts.192
Diamagnetic drift of ions caused by gradients of the den-193
sity leads to the LHD instability when the ratio between194
the scale of the density gradient LN = N |∇N |−1 and195
the proton thermal gyroradius rp obeys the condition196
LN/rp < (mp/me)
1/4 (Huba et al. 1978; Drake et al.197
1983). The enhanced electric field of LHD waves pro-198
duces strong E×B drifts of electrons only, because ions199
are not subject to this drift due to large gyroradius in200
comparison to the width of drift channels. When the201
relative electron-ion drift speed becomes significant frac-202
tion of the electron thermal speed, VE = |E×B|/B2 ∼203
vTe, the ECD instability is initiated, which creates even204
larger electric fields on spatial scales of re and smaller205
(Forslund et al. 1972; Lashmore-Davies 1971; Muschietti206
& Lembe´ge 2013). The ECD instability is driven by the207
resonance k⊥VE ∼ nωce. This resonance condition can208
be expressed equivalently by k⊥re ∼ nvTe/VE , which209
means that the ECD waves resonate/couple with struc-210
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tures created by the LHD instability, k⊥re ∼ 1, when211
nvTe/VE = 1. The n=1 ECD mode can be naturally212
excited in drift channels created by the LHD instability213
when VE = vTe. There is smooth transition and co-214
location of LHD and ECD waves, seen in Fig. 2 which215
is possibly related to the matching condition between216
these two instabilities.217
The scale of the density gradient LN shown in Fig. 3a218
is computed directly from 4-point measurements using219
the method of Harvey (1998). As a verification, we show220
also the gradient scale LB = B|∇B|−1 for the magnetic221
field. They coincide in the shock proper, as expected for222
fast magnetosonic structures.223
Figure 3b shows the computed E×B drift speed which224
is increased and comparable to the electron thermal225
speed in the ion and electron heating regions in Fig.226
2. Larger drift values come from high-frequency ECD227
waves, for which the drift approximation may not be228
valid. The diagnostic parameters support the interpre-229
tation of the waves shown in Fig. 2 as caused by the230
LHD and ECD instabilities, and that these waves are231
spatially co-located, which is seen as striations extend-232
ing over the whole frequency spectrum.233
Stochastic heating is controlled by the stochastic heat-234
ing function (1) computed directly from 4-point mea-235
surements using the method of Harvey (1998). It is236
shown in Fig. 3c and indicates that the ions are de-237
magnetised and likely to undergo stochastic heating as238
seen in detail in Fig. 2. On the other hand the value of239
χp ∼ 100 corresponds to χe ∼ 0.06, which is too small to240
demagnetise the electrons and subject them to stochas-241
tic heating. The computed contribution to χe from ECD242
waves is underestimated because they have wavelengths243
∼ re ∼ 1 km, while the spacecraft separation is typi-244
cally 15 km. However, even a possible correction by a245
factor < 10 would still keep it below the stochasticity246
threshold. Other errors in the derivation of χ are the247
same as in measurements of the electric field, i.e., ca248
10% (Torbert et al. 2016).249
Figure 2 is representative for all 9 shock crossings250
shown in Fig. 1. It shows that the ion heating is ob-251
served at the foot of the shock, earlier than the elec-252
tron heating, and correlates well with the power of253
LH/LHD waves. Electron temperature correlates well254
with the increased wave activity in the LHD/ECD fre-255
quency range and maximises in the region of the most256
intense ECD waves around 14:24. On the other hand,257
it appears to correlate also with the magnetic field258
strength, represented here by the electron gyrofrequency259
fce = (eB/me)/2pi, which suggests that an adiabatic be-260
haviour Te⊥ ∝ B should be also considered here. How-261
ever, this apparent correlation is not exact, as seen in the262
Figure 3. Diagnostic parameters for the case in Fig. 2: (a)
The gradient scales of the plasma density LN (blue) and of
the magnetic field LB (red) are normalised with thermal pro-
ton gyroradius rp (mean = 91 km). Regions with LN/rp < 1
are strongly unstable for the LHD instability. (b) The com-
puted E×B drift speed VE (blue) and the electron thermal
speed vTe (red). Regions with VE ∼ vTe are strongly un-
stable for the ECD instability. (c) The stochastic heating
function χp for protons derived from the data with Eq. (1)
for the electric field 0.15–4096 Hz, and the proton mass, mp.
Te⊥/B ratio shown in Fig. 1, with humps for the ions263
and dips for the electrons at the shock ramps. This will264
be explained in the next section as quasi-adiabatic elec-265
tron heating involving the compression of the magnetic266
field combined with isotropization by the scattering on267
waves.268
3. QUASI-ADIABATIC ELECTRON HEATING269
The computed values of the heating function (1)270
shown in Fig. 3c indicate that the stochastic heating271
may not be available for electrons in the analysed here272
shock crossings. The behaviour of the ratio Te⊥/B and273
the isotropy of the electron temperature, discussed in274
Section 2, suggests a different kind of heating process.275
Let us assume that the electrons obtain perpendicular276
energy from the conservation of the magnetic moment277
(they are magnetised, consistent with χe < 1), but that278
the energy gain is redistributed to the parallel compo-279
nent through the scattering by waves.280
When the magnetic moment is conserved, i.e.,281
T⊥/B = const, the differential temperature increase is282
dT⊥ = T⊥B−1dB. If the energy gain from 2 degrees of283
freedom (2dT⊥) is redistributed by pitch angle scatter-284
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Figure 4. Comparison of the measured ratio Te⊥/B (red)
and the theoretical dependence expressed by Eq. (3) (blue)
for the second event in Fig. 1. It shows excellent agreement
in the ramp of the shock, where (3) is applicable.
ing to 3 degrees of freedom (3dT ) the conservation of285
energy implies286
3dT = 2TB−1dB (2)
for T = T⊥ = T‖. This can be easily integrated to give
T
B
=
T0
B0
(
B0
B
)1/3
(3)
which predicts a dip of T/B where B has a maximum.287
Figure 4 shows a detailed comparison of Eq. (3) with288
the measured ratio for the second shock structures of289
Fig. 1. The model is in excellent agreement with mea-290
surements, which supports the validity of the above de-291
scribed type of non-adiabatic heating, henceforth re-292
ferred to as quasi-adiabatic heating. All shock cross-293
ing in Fig. 1 show similar signatures of electron quasi-294
adiabatic heating with χe <1.295
It comes as a surprise from this analysis that the296
strong ECD waves (Fig. 2) with electric field ampli-297
tudes of ∼150 mV/m and short wavelengths of ∼ re298
do not directly heat electrons. Such expectations have299
also been expressed by Mozer & Sundqvist (2013), who300
noted that the wave potential of the ECD waves signif-301
icantly exceeds the thermal energy of the electrons, so302
that some amount of heating would be anticipated. The303
electron reluctance to stochastic heating appears to be304
related to the dependence χe ∝ B−2, and high values of305
B in the shock ramp, which keeps χe < 1.306
While the oblique electrostatic electric fields of waves307
∼ 100− 4000 Hz do not demagnetise the electrons, they308
appear to participate in the redistribution of the perpen-309
dicular kinetic energy of both electrons and ions into the310
parallel direction. Preliminary simulation results (to be311
reported elsewhere) indicate that these waves could lead312
to the isotropization of the electron temperature, as seen313
in the nine bow shock crossings in Fig. 1c.314
4. SIMULATIONS OF NON-ADIABATIC315
STOCHASTIC HEATING316
For a possible stochastic heating of particle species317
of mass m, charge q we have available wave frequencies318
from DC to 4096 Hz shown in Fig. 2, and spatial scales319
ranging from above ∼1000 km for magnetosonic waves320
to below re ∼ 1 km for ECD waves. To find out which321
wave frequencies and spatial scales contribute most to322
the heating we consider an idealised model in which the323
magnetic field B0 is in the z direction, and a macroscopic324
convection electric field E0y drives particles into an elec-325
trostatic wave with amplitude E0x propagating in the326
x-direction. We keep the magnetic field constant to sep-327
arate purely stochastic heating from the quasi-adiabatic328
heating discussed above. Thus, in the Doppler frame of329
the satellite, the drifting plasma is characterised by the330
convecting electric field and the time-dependent wave331
electric field. The governing equations are332
m
dvx
dt
= qE0x cos(kxx− ωt) + qvyB0, (4)
m
dvy
dt
= qE0y − qvxB0, (5)
dx
dt
= vx,
dy
dt
= vy. (6)
We consider only the 2D plane perpendicular to the333
magnetic field, since in the absence of parallel electric334
fields the particles simply stream unperturbed along the335
magnetic field lines.336
The system (4)–(6) can be transformed to two differ-337
ent but equivalent forms, one in which we have a time-338
independent electrostatic wave and a modified convec-339
tion electric field, and one in which the convective field340
is eliminated and we have the un-shifted frequency in341
the plasma frame. A change of frame into that of the342
phase velocity of the wave,343
vx = V˜x +
ω
kx
, x = X˜ +
ω
kx
t (7)
we obtain the system344
m
dV˜x
dt
= qE0x cos(kxX˜) + qvyB0, (8)
m
dvy
dt
= qE˜0y − qV˜xB0, (9)
dX˜
dt
= V˜x,
dy
dt
= vy, (10)
where the shifted convection electric field is345
E˜0y = E0y − ω
kx
B0. (11)
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Figure 5. A color plot of stochastic heating showing the difference between the final and initial temperatures after 3 cyclotron
periods for charged particles in an electrostatic wave with normalised electric field amplitude χ = 60. Here T ′0 = v
′2
x0 is the
normalised initial temperature and v′x0 = kxvT0/ωc with the thermal speed vT0 = (T0/m)
1/2. The insets show distribution
functions in (x, vx) space at t = 0 and 3 f
−1
c for different values of Ω and v
′
x0. Bulk heating takes place for Ω . 10, while for
Ω & 10 there is significant heating only for thermal velocity comparable to the phase velocity, or v′x0 ∼ Ω in the normalised
variables (dashed line) leading to a distribution function having a high energy tail of particles.
In this frame, the electric field is time-independent and346
governed by the electrostatic potential347
Φ˜(X˜, y) = −E0x
kx
sin(kxX˜)− E˜0yy. (12)
On the other hand, by a change of frame into that of348
the E×B-drift velocity,349
vx = Vx +
E0y
B0
, x = X +
E0y
B0
t (13)
we obtain instead350
m
dVx
dt
= qE0x cos(kxX − ω˜t) + qvyB0, (14)
m
dvy
dt
= −qVxB0, (15)
dX
dt
= Vx,
dy
dt
= vy, (16)
where the convecting electric field has been eliminated351
and absorbed into the frequency in the plasma frame352
ω˜ = ω − kxE0y
B0
. (17)
These two different approaches indicate that the model353
of waves in the plasma frame with the wave frequency354
(17) that absorbs the convection field is equivalent to the355
static wave structures superposed with the convection356
(Stasiewicz 2007).357
Without loss of generality we choose to simulate the358
system (14)–(16). A suitable normalization of variables359
(Karney 1979; Fukuyama et al. 1977; McChesney et al.360
1987) with time normalised by ω−1c , space by k
−1
x and361
velocity by ωc/kx with ωc = qB0/m being the angular362
cyclotron frequency, gives the system of dimensionless,363
primed variables,364
dv′x
dt′
= χ cos(x′ − Ωt′) + v′y, (18)
dv′y
dt′
= −v′x, (19)
dx′
dt′
= v′x,
dy′
dt′
= v′y, (20)
in which there are only two parameters, the normalised365
wave frequency in the plasma frame,366
Ω =
ω˜
ωc
, (21)
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and the stochastic heating parameter, equivalent to (1),367
χ =
mkxE0
qB20
=
kx
ωc
E0
B0
, (22)
which represents the normalised wave amplitude. An368
important third parameter is the initial velocity of the369
particles, since stochastic motion takes place only in re-370
stricted regions in phase space (Karney 1979; Fukuyama371
et al. 1977; McChesney et al. 1987). For a statistical de-372
scription of the particles, the initial condition can be373
described by a Maxwellian distribution function374
F =
N
2piv2T0
exp
(
− (v
2
x + v
2
y)
2v2T0
)
, (23)
where vT0 = (T0/m)
1/2 is the initial thermal speed and375
T0 is the initial temperature. In the normalised variables376
with F = N(kx/ωc)
2F ′ it is written377
F ′ =
1
2piv′2x0
exp
(
− (v
′2
x + v
′2
y )
2v′2x0
)
(24)
where v′x0 = kxrc is the normalised thermal speed and378
rc = vT /ωc is the thermal Larmor radius. The value379
of v′x0 determines the initial temperature in the velocity380
distribution function, which due to the normalisation, is381
in fact proportional to the ratio of the gyroradius to the382
wavelength λ = 2pi/kx.383
We carry out a set of test particle simulations for384
M = 10 000 particles, which are Maxwell distributed385
in velocity and uniformly distributed in space. The sys-386
tem (18)–(20) is advanced in time using a Sto¨rmer-Verlet387
scheme (Press et al. 2007). The input variables for the388
simulations are: the normalised wave frequency Ω in the389
range 10−2 to 103, and the initial normalised thermal ve-390
locity v′x0 = kxrc spanning 10
−2 to 103. The normalised391
amplitude of the electrostatic wave is set to χ = 60, con-392
sistent with the observations in Fig. 3c. The simulation393
is run for a relatively short time of 3 cyclotron periods394
of the particles, motivated by the observations of rapid395
ion heating within a few cyclotron periods, see Fig. 2.396
The kinetic temperatures resulting from the stochastic397
heating is calculated as398
T =
1
2M
M∑
k=1
m(v2x,k + v
2
y,k). (25)
Simulations are carried out for different values of Ω and399
v′x0 to produce the color plot in Fig. 5, which shows400
the difference T ′ − T ′0 between the normalised kinetic401
temperature T ′ = k2xT/mω
2
c at the end of the simulation402
and the initial value T ′0 = (v
′
x0)
2 = k2xT0/mω
2
c .403
The most interesting regions are the ones with red404
color, representing a temperature increase of ∼ 20 −405
1000mω2c/k
2
x. The frequency region 1 . Ω . 10 repre-406
sents bulk heating where cold population is significantly407
heated to a temperature of ∼ 20 − 1000mω2c/k2x. The408
bulk heating region would expand to higher values of Ω409
for larger χ as well as to lower Ω for longer times. Shown410
in the phase space plots in Fig. 5 for Ω = 3.3 and parti-411
cle distributions with initial normalised thermal speeds412
v′x0 = 10
−2 and 1 are bulk heated such that the particles413
spread almost uniformly in velocity space up to a maxi-414
mum speed ∼ 50ωc/kx, and the distributions achieve a415
kinetic temperature of ∼ 103mω2c/k2x after 3 cyclotron416
periods. This is relevant for the heating of protons by417
the low-frequency waves observed in Fig. 2. Somewhat418
similar cases but for Ω < 1 and χ ∼ 1 leading to rapid419
heating of ions by drift waves were studied by McChes-420
ney et al. (1987). For Ω = 10 there is also bulk heating421
but with a modest increase to about 20mω2c/k
2
x after 3422
cyclotron periods.423
On the other hand, for Ω significantly larger than 10424
only particles with a high enough initial thermal veloc-425
ity comparable to the phase velocity, or v′x0 ∼ Ω in the426
normalised variables (dashed line in Fig. 5) of the wave427
are further accelerated, leading a warm component with428
extended energy tails in the distribution function. Such429
cases of ion heating by lower hybrid waves were discussed430
by Karney (1979) and for frequencies near cyclotron har-431
monics by Fukuyama et al. (1977). For v′x0 = 10 and432
Ω = 20 the normalised temperature increases a factor433
2 within 3 cyclotron periods, which may be relevant for434
waves below the lower hybrid frequency seen in Fig. 2.435
Below a threshold initial temperature, the distribution436
is not affected by the wave, and there is a gap in the437
heating for low initial temperatures, seen in the lower438
right blue-colored region of Fig. 5 including the phase439
space plots for v′x0 = 10
−2 and Ω = 20. In this region,440
the particles oscillate in the wave field without being441
heated. Finally, for Ω  1 the particles only perform442
oscillations in an almost time-independent wave electric443
field, leading to phase-mixing of particles but not to sig-444
nificant stochastic heating.445
5. DISCUSSION446
With the simulation results shown in Section 4 we are447
now in the position to assess which of the broad spec-448
trum of waves in Fig. 2 are likely to provide stochastic449
heating of protons at the bow shock.450
Figure 6 shows the function χp from Fig. 3c de-451
composed into discrete frequency dyads with orthogonal452
wavelets (Mallat 1999). Orthogonality means that the453
time integral of the product of any pair of the frequency454
dyads is zero, and the decomposition is exact, i.e., the455
sum of all components gives the original signal. The456
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Figure 6. Decomposition of χp from Fig. 3c in the range
0.5-64 Hz shows that heating of protons shown in Fig. 2 can
be associated with waves at f ≥ 1 Hz. The unit amplitude
is 70.
y-labels are dyad numbers with the unit amplitude cor-457
responding to χp = 70. We see that χp in the frequency458
channels from 1 Hz and above have sufficient amplitude,459
and correlate well with ion heating seen in Fig. 2 in the460
time interval 14:23-14:24.461
On the other hand, in Fig. 5 we see that bulk ion462
heating occurs for Ω < 10, which corresponds to f . 4463
Hz in Fig. 6. These waves are below the lower hybrid464
frequency and can represent the lower frequency exten-465
sion of LHD waves and/or oblique whistler waves that466
propagate upstream from the shock. They are compres-467
sional, and can be clearly seen also in Fig. 1a. We can468
conclude that waves 1-4 Hz in Fig. 6 and in the spec-469
trogram (Fig. 2) are most likely responsible for the bulk470
heating of protons. The bulk heating region in Fig. 5471
Ω ≈ 1 − 10 depends on the value of χ and would shift472
toward higher frequencies for larger χ, and to lower fre-473
quencies for smaller χ.474
Waves at dyad 8 Hz and above in Figure 6 corre-475
spond most likely to the LHD instability with maximum476
growth rate at kxre ∼ 1 and frequency below flh (David-477
son et al. 1977; Drake et al. 1983), Doppler shifted up478
to 60 Hz, as discussed earlier. This means that they479
have Ω ≈ flh/fcp ≈ 40 and kxrc = kxrp . 90 in Fig. 5.480
They can be associated with the heating of suprather-481
mal particles in the region Ω > 10, around the dashed482
line kxrc ∼ Ω in Fig. 5.483
6. CONCLUSIONS484
This research has shown that there are two major485
heating mechanisms in quasi-perpendicular shocks, as486
implied from the analysis of 9 crossings of the bow shock487
by the MMS spacecraft.488
The electrons do not reach the stochastic heating level489
with |χe| < 1 and are heated by a quasi-adiabatic490
process related to the compression of the magnetic491
field at the shock ramp and simultaneous isotropiza-492
tion by LHD/ECD waves excited by the density com-493
pression. The quasi-adiabatic heating process is sup-494
ported by the observed isotropic temperature relation495
T/B = (T0/B0)(B0/B)
1/3 which predicts a dip in the496
electron temperature-to-magnetic field ratio when the497
magnetic field increases.498
The ions instead undergo rapid non-adiabatic stochas-499
tic heating by electric field gradients perpendicular to500
the magnetic field (χp ≈ 60), and their T/B ratio in-501
stead shows an increase in the shock region. Test par-502
ticle simulations show that efficient stochastic heating503
within a few cyclotron periods takes place for a range504
of parameters in space (Ω, v′x0, χ) where Ω = ω˜/ωc is505
the wave frequency in plasma frame normalised by the506
cyclotron frequency, v′x0 = kxrc is the normalised ther-507
mal speed proportional to the ratio between the Larmor508
radius to the wavelength, and χ = (kx/ωc)(E0x/B0) is509
the stochasticity parameter representing the normalised510
wave amplitude. We have identified in this space the511
range of the ion bulk heating and the range for acceler-512
ation of suprathermal ion tails (Figure 5).513
It is found that in the analysed cases the ion bulk514
heating is most likely accomplished by waves in the fre-515
quency range 1-4 Hz, while waves at frequencies 5-60 Hz516
can provide acceleration of the tail of the ion distribu-517
tion function.518
The agreement between the theoretical and numerical519
results with the MMS observations gives a more com-520
plete picture of the heating processes involved in the521
Earth’s quasi-perpendicular bow shock. The results are522
directly applicable also to theories and models of parti-523
cle heating and acceleration in astrophysical shocks.524
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